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Stocks in this issue:

Strategy
Massive panic over China

SIBANYE

HOLD

China continues to display casino like movements on its market with a
large number of statistics not helping the cause. The latest PMI highlighted

DRDGOLD

HOLD

the underlying pessimism in the market with the figure coming in at 47.0,
a six and a half year low following from 47.3 in August (with below 50

GOLD FIELDS

HOLD

PAN AF

ADD

AQUARIUS

HOLD

SABMILLER

REDUCE

QUANTUM FOODS

ADD

AVI

HOLD

MR PRICE

BUY

indicating a decline in manufacturing). This is lower than the bottom
reached in the last financial crisis in 2009.

The Chinese president Xi Jinping continues to try to reassure markets that
the economy is doing well, stating that it is ”operating within the proper
range”.

ADVTECH

BUY

China made a surprise move to devalue its currency on 15/09/2015,
ostensibly to promote its agenda of financial reform but possibly also to

BRAIT

ADD

encourage export growth which has slumped over the past couple of
months. Xi Jinping also highlighted, however, that China saw no reason to
expand its devaluation and that it would continue with its economic

REINET

ADD

reforms.
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Stocks ‘n Strategy

backed itself into a corner with an implied promise to raise rates
this year. This nevertheless militates against its “data-dependant”
stance which continues to suggest the push outward. Views
continue to differ with Citigroup chief economist, Willem Buiter,
very negative on China and of the view that Chinese growth will
slip further.
South Africa

Brazil downgrade swells the pain
Brazil’s recent downgrade to junk status only adds to its woes.

February 2012

Standard and Poor’s (S&P) downgraded Brazil far faster than
expected due to the rapid deterioration of the economy and the
public finances. S&P highlighted that further downgrades were
Many analysts remain sceptical, however, as worsening metrics
could force the hands of Chinese officials with the increasing
discount between the tightly controlled onshore and offshore
Renminbi. We continue to highlight that China is the only country
with ammunition left to enhance growth in the economy with the
other primary world players having used most of their
fiscal/monetary policy tools already.

possible due to continued deterioration. This is likely to limit the

Imara S P Reid

ability of President Dilma Rousseff to pull the Brazilian economy
out of recession and is likely to hamper the ability of South
America to grow. The downgrade will increase borrowing costs for
the country and its corporate sector putting more pressure on
balance sheets in an economy which is already inhibited by low
commodity prices.

China in transition
China is transitioning from an industrial exports base to a services
and consumption based economy. The process is not a flick on
flick off process and will take time with the balance of spending
likely to decrease more in the one than the increase in the other.
One of the primary issues continues to be the state owned banks
and massive reforms are needed before SMEs are able to grow at
an appropriate rate to fill the gaps in the market. Nevertheless
the Chinese economy continues to grow with services likely to be
under measured. China is a major consumer of Western retail
goods and consumes approximately 40% of Burberry’s sea borne
exports as well as 30% of American sea borne exports.

18.09.15 This week the OECD slashed its forecasts for the

America kicking the can down road

Brazilian GDP as the economy continues to battle high inflation

The FOMC held back again on lifting its interest rates with Janet

Latin America’s largest economy would grow marginally, but now

Yellen highlighting fragile China as one of the reasons for the

it forecasts a contraction of almost 3% this year, and an

delay. The media continues to highlight the negatives in each Fed

additional 0.7% next year. Provided by http://tr.fathom-

statement with the latest delay being deemed to highlight that

consulting.com/TR.html.

and weaker commodity prices. In June the OECD estimated that

the economy is not in a good enough state. It seems global
markets are more interested in certainty than anything else at
this point with a large number of analysts highlighting that the

How South Africa differs

uncertainty is driving the volatility in equity markets. The
American economy is now at close to its lowest unemployment

With Brazil’s downgrade there has been concern that South Africa

level since the financial crisis and it seems as if the FED has

may follow but there are reasons why it is in a better position and
unlikely to be downgraded. South Africa has a more consistently
2|Page

applied budget process with a Finance Minister who has stuck to
his guns. South Africa has a far lower budget deficit and lower

Stocks

debt to GDP (SA: 39%: Brazil 58.9%) rate than many of its
emerging market peers. There is a squeeze on local and
international resources investment at this point although
maintenance spend has held up well: reasons for this include the
need to continue to pay back banks and limited labour
manoeuvrability.

BASIC MATERIALS
SIBANYE - 1688 - risk of a strike has increased
Price at 25/08/15 1445

Not much has changed
During the last month not much has really changed:
1)

the market still awaits a FED hike

2)

Global growth is still at reasonable levels

3)

Commodities are in over supply and the market
continues to price them as such

4)

Emerging market currencies appear to have priced
in a FED hike

Where to from here

Production is in line with guidance and accordingly management
has maintained the FY15 guidance for gold production of between
50,000kg and 52,000kg (1.61Moz and 1.67Moz), and total cash
cost forecast at between R305,000/kg ($850/oz) and
R315,000/kg ($875/oz). All-in sustaining cost is forecast to be
between R380,000/kg ($1,055oz) and R395,000/kg ($1,100/oz),
with all-in cost forecast to be between R385,000/kg ($1,070/oz)
and R400,000/kg ($1,110/oz). Unions NUM, AMCU and UASA are

The markets have shown limited growth during the year at this

due to begin a 30-day mediation process in an attempt to resolve

point and many stocks are showing potential buying points. The

the gold industry wage dispute. The risk of a strike has increased,

long bearish BCA has highlighted that if emerging markets decline

but some in the industry think that although there may well be a

a further 15% it would recommend buying. The banks are

strike, it is unlikely to be protracted. The increased profile of

showing good value with the market pricing in emerging market

AMCU in the gold sector creates uncertainty with the wage

risk despite the fact that South African banks are less risky and

negotiation process. We advise caution on gold stocks as salary

well capitalised. The resource sector appears to be reaching a

negotiations are still underway and also due to the fact that the

bottom but growth is expected to be limited as resource demand

dollar has, for now, assumed the preferred safe haven status.

is still in the doldrums. We would therefore remain underweight

Eskom's load shedding remains a major risk. The gold price

but look to adding to holdings of quality stocks on attractive

remains the key driver of most of the gold stocks. With the

valuations such as Billiton. Resources apart, results for the year

improving US economy gold prices are unlikely improve

to date have been within expectations despite the lacklustre

significantly because, as the greenback moves higher, gold prices

economy. In many cases this has been due to the growing stream

move lower, and, given the strong correlation, vice versa. HOLD

of earnings from outside South Africa. We reiterate our advice to

recommendation maintained.

remain invested for the longer term.
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DRDGOLD - 191 - share buyback or dividend?
Price at 02/09/2015

220

GOLDFIELDS - 3521 - significant inroads have been
made
Price at 01/09/2015

4267

Management is still optimistic that the group remains on track to
Management is targeting about 145 - 155koz of gold for FY16.

achieve its production guidance for 2015 of approximately 2.2Moz

The current FFG circuit carbon efficiencies have not yet achieved

despite lower production guidance of 209koz (228koz previously)

the required levels which were seen in the initial test phase, but

at South Deep. The revision of the contribution from South Deep

management is confident that the circuit will reach the levels in

will be offset by improved performances at the Tarkwa, St Ives,

FY16, based on the test results so far, and targets yields of over

Granny Smith and Cerro Corona mines. All-in-sustaining costs are

0.20g/t once it is fully operational. We think that more focus

forecast at $1,055/oz with total all-in costs at $1,075/oz. Capex

should be put on the optimisation of the FFG circuit. Over the

for the year has been set at $660m and it is weighted to 1H of

longer term, the group faces a reduction in the feed grade as

FY15. Management hopes the South Deep mine will be free cash-

higher grade dumps near the end of life and this will impact the

flow breakeven by end-2016 and has indicated that a new mine

yield which is negative for both production and costs over time.

plan will be ready to be communicated to the market only by

Management said at present the DRD Gold share price is being

early 2017. It also indicated a preference to grow its pipeline

largely driven by short term trading trends and is, to a large

acquisitively. Success at South deep would have a material

extent, at the mercy of speculative buyers which is why

positive impact on group FCF margin and its rating. Significant

management is considering a share buyback rather than paying a

inroads have been made in aligning the Group's cost profile to

significant dividend. DRD's earnings prospects remains highly

accommodate a lower gold price environment but the uncertainty

geared to changes in the $/oz gold price and the ZAR/$ rate. The

in execution of production and cost target for South Deep is a

current Rand gold price is fairly healthy for DRD even though in

drag on the company's rating. Gold Fields has been associated

global terms it is a little gloomy. DRD doesn't really feel the sharp

with South Africa but current production from SA only accounts

end of the current $ gold price trend due to the Rand weakness.

for around 9% of total output with Australia contributing 45%. We

HOLD recommendation maintained.

maintain our HOLD recommendation but we think the company
should do very well when the gold sector begins to rebound.
NB: Gold Fields signed a 3 year wage deal but investors are urged
to exercise caution when dealing in gold counters as all gold share
prices are vulnerable to the contagion effect from the next round
of the gold sector salary negotiations which have been referred to
mediation.
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PAN-AF - 153 - get Evander to work as it should

AQUARIUS - 151 - improved set of results

Price at 17/09/2015

Price at 11/09/2015

142

180

This is a much improved set of results with operations near
A combination of events conspired to drop earnings but we think

breakeven on a free cash flow basis, but the bottom line was hit

that these events were temporary and management has done

by one-off items. The balance sheet was strengthened by a rights

well to mitigate them. PanAf has emerged from this challenging

issue which helped convert a large portion of convertible bonds.

period with the balance sheet intact and is now delivering on

Management guided FY16 attributable production of between 348

hoped for improvements. Despite a progressive dividend policy,

- 353koz (FY15: 349koz) with capex guided to R225m

management cut the dividend by 17.8%. Nevertheless, it does

(attributable) at Kroondal and $15m at Mimosa. Corporate costs

not appear financially justified and still looks generous given that

have been guided to $4.5m ($6.2m). Sovereign and regulatory

the company reported a 53% decline in heps. Cash and cash

risks remain significant concerns as management indicated that it

equivalents had dropped to R64.2m (R101.2m) and borrowings

is facing political and regulatory uncertainty in Zimbabwe. The

had risen to R500m (R400m) implying that part of the dividend

Zimbabwe government deferred a 15% export levy on

would have to be paid out of borrowings. PanAf's board will

unprocessed platinum, which is certainly a relief to management.

consider an interim dividend for FY16. The guidance for FY16 is

In our opinion, the Group’s operations are loss-making on a free

for gold production in excess of 110koz at Barberton Mines,

cash flow basis at spot metal prices but management has outlined

100koz at Evander Mines, and platinum group metal production of

its intention to reduce costs in an attempt to regain margins. We

approximately 10koz at Phoenix Platinum. Management said

maintain our HOLD recommendation because we are of the

PanAf will remain a precious metal producer with a particular

opinion that the dollar metal prices are at unsustainably low

focus on gold and does not aim to be a diversified miner despite

levels.

the deal struck to acquire the Uitkomst coal mine. For now, we
think the most important thing for management is to get Evander
to work as it should and that will see a rerating as far as valuation
is concerned. We expect Evander to produce better numbers as it
moves back to the high-grade cycle while also fixing tonnage
constraints, plus ETRP will be producing at full throttle in FY16.
With operational performance picking up and the weakening Rand
sheltering the company's margin from the falling $ gold price, we
think there is potential for generous dividend distributions subject
to the rand/gold price and the outcome of wage negotiations.
ADD recommendation maintained.
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INDUSTRIALS

overpay in such circumstances or overestimate deal synergies.

SABMILLER - 75000 - good bye Charles Glass? (Sterling

waiting for more to come, the long drawn out process, together

This translates into our belief that, while there is no harm in

adjustment)*

with the, admittedly small, chance of its being withdrawn , points
to the merits of taking some money off the table at this stage. i.e.

Price at 16/09/2015

75707

REDUCE a little.

QUANTUM FOODS - 336 - trading statement
Price at 17/09/2015

335

While we should point out that uncertainty remains, we
emphasize that we believe there will indeed be a serious offer
followed in all likelihood by a long drawn out contest. While
ABInBev may not have intended bidding for a few years it is
likely, in our view, to regard recent market volatility as having

This was a very good result and the market has rewarded the

provided as good an opportunity as could be expected. So it is

stock but it is still on a PE of around 7.0x at most. It is very

serious. It is our view that the price, up 20% at noon after the

reasonably priced at current levels but it is a small cap and not

th

announcement on 16

September, has priced in much of the

comparable to most others in its sector which includes big well

likely price offer. The 30 day VWAP is around the R630 mark and

established players. It is clear that the strategic plan to cut costs

at time of writing is priced at a premium of 18.5% to this price.

and eliminate inefficiencies is taking shape and the company is
now a far leaner unit which is far more profitable. We do expect

Is there more premium to come?

the agreement reached with America over poultry imports to have
a negative impact but the business is in a far better position to

Here are some peer PE’s:

cope with the situation. It is clear that the unbundling from

ABInBev 18.82x

Pioneer has helped Quantum refocus and we believe the company

Heineken 22.02x

at current levels is worthy of an ADD. We await results expected

Carlsberg 18.13x

on 26/11/2015 with a further trading statement expected before

Diageo 18.4x

that with more details.

Tsingtao 21.31x
SAB current*: 26.25x (opened at 21.7x)

* Sterling current based on basic continuing eps and not headline
eps
On the face it therefore there is not much more to go and to
expect as much would be to count on the tendency for bidders to
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AVI - 8450 - champion payouts

MR PRICE - 20205 - better price now

Price at 09/09/2015

Price at 17/09/2015

7860

20027

Management said it would challenge the lower base set in the
growth

FY15 (cps)

FY14 (cps)

remainder of the period and highlighted that the debtors book

Revenue

8.6%

3468

3194

and stock are in good shape. Overhead control is expected to

Headline eps

9.4%

419.7

383.6

contribute towards operating profit growth. The results came in

NAV

-7.3%

1215

1312

below expectations with management warning that last year’s

Total Debt

153.0%

522.1

206.3

figures would be hard to match. The Mr Price share price has

Cash

52.4%

145

95

taken a large knock of late and due to a substantial retracement
in price we now feel that Mr Price is worth buying. The revenue

EV/EBITDA

12.8

Price/Earnings

20.1

ROE

34.0%

Price/Book

6.9

Market Cap(m)

27968

Dividend Yield

3.93%

forecast does not highlight earnings growth which is expected to
come in above revenue growth. With its impressive track record
and a management with vast experience we are inclined to
maintain an add recommendation but, given recent price decline,
we have upgraded to a BUY

Overall the tough trading conditions that AVI has faced over the
year are set to continue and may be tougher if no relief is found
in I&J catch rates. The capital expenditure of R670m is
predominantly in Biscuit line improvements, I&J vessel
replacements & upgrades and retail store upgrades & additions.
The historically high return on capital employed, of between 2030% over the last 7 years, gives confidence in management’s
ability to translate capacity expansion into cash generative
operations. The dividend yield is very attractive with increases in
dividend displaying confidence in the current capitalisation. AVI’s
track record is incredibly strong and understandably attracts a
high rating. On a relative valuation basis the return on equity
seems to justify the rather high EV/Ebitda, PE and PEG ratios. We
remain alert, however, to the 82% of revenue generated locally.
Following the price adjustments we consider this investment a
HOLD for yield.
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the short, medium and long term and we maintain our BUY

ADVTECH - 1250 - insatiable demand

recommendation.
Price at 11/09/2015

1217

FINANCIALS
BRAIT - 13916 - convertible bond announcement
Price at 11/09/2015

growth

1H15 (cps)

1H14

Revenue

30.6%

308

(cps)
236

Headline eps

25.9%

25.3

20.1

NAV

39.7%

290

208

Total Debt

867.4%

419.9

43.4

Cash

-31.9%

15

22

12738

The convertible bond offer appears to solicit nothing untoward
EV/EBITDA

15.6

Price/Earnings

26.7

and the downturn is slightly overdone. The offer to convert gives

ROE

16.0%

Price/Book

4.3

Brait multiple options. The premium of 35% plus the coupon of

Market Cap(m)

5558

Dividend Yield

2.22%

2.5% (middle ground) offers a return of 8.7% year on year
compound at minimum if converted in 2020. The earlier it is
converted the higher the effective return. This is pricey

AdvTech is in an industry where the demand will take many years

considering the rates achievable in Europe but could be to the

to be matched by supply and its offering remains of an annuity

benefit of existing shareholders if the price at conversion date is

nature. It is now in a high growth position with many acquisitions

well above the 35% premium offered. This is obviously why

having to bed down over the next couple of periods. The

management is willing to offer this return.

continued expansion capex excites us and we feel that this is
where the company should have been a number of periods ago
but, better late than never! The turnaround of the tertiary sector
is another positive and provides another avenue for growth into
Africa especially with distance learning becoming a more
prominent feature thereof. According to our model the share is
undervalued but is highly sensitive to growth estimates. Growth
could far out match our assumption with more schools falling into
the upper end of the J-Curve and expansion as a percentage
accounting for lesser portion. The PEG ratio remains around 1.0x
and the stock offers resilient earnings in a market which has been

Management highlighted that this will be used to follow its
acquisitions and its strategy remains to provide long term
shareholder wealth growth. This money is likely to be used on
Virgin Active or New Look expansion considering it was raised in
Pounds. Brait still remains at a premium to its NAV (albeit at the
lowest premium to its own listing related NAV calculation in the
last 2 years) but management’s deal making reputation is well
established. We are positive on Brait’s newest acquisitions and
believe, with the most recent share price adjustment, it is worth
adding to at current or lower levels. ADD.

plagued by volatility. It is clear that the company is in demand
with a large number of takeover offers, including both local and
international players. The company is expected to do well through
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REINET - 2880 - discount at top of the range
Price at 02/09/2015

Sub Saharan Africa (SSA)

2706

China’s engagement with SSA to
continue to be ….
The travails assailing the Chinese economy have rightly raised
some concerns about the impact this will have on Africa, given
the close linkages between the two regions that have developed
in particular over the past decade or so. Indeed, Akinwumi
Adesina, the new AfDB president, told the FT earlier this month in
an interview that China’s “market asset price correction” is hitting
African economies hard, particularly those with “very high
exposure” such as the continent’s top crude oil, iron ore and
aluminium producers.
The World Bank (WB) in its Global Economic Prospects report in
June noted that China’s engagement with SSA has expanded
greatly over the past decade, to cover all aspects of development,
Disruptive technologies, in the form of vaping, and increasing

spurring growth in the region. Trade increased from negligible

regulation on cigarettes are making the predictability for the

levels in 2000 to more than USD 170bn in 2013.

future of smoking a little bit foggier than in the past. In this
instance we prefer to have a more diversified holding to the sin
stock Bats through the likes of Reinet. Although Reinet is still in
the investment stage of its life cycle, it has diversified to the
extent of holding 30% of its portfolio in unlisted assets which will

Growth in SSA’s Trade Flows, by Partner,
(2000 – 2013)

reduce its sensitivity to volatility in the listed environment.
Investors who are more inclined to chase yield should rather
consider holding a direct interest in Bats (see separate report).
Long term investors can, however, be happy with the 6 year Cagr
in Nav of 18.4% provided by Reinet AFTER the much maligned
fees. Bearing in mind the discount is now at the high end of the
range we believe investors can now ADD (upgraded from Hold).

Source: UN Comtrade Mirror Data
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SSA’s Trade Flows with China – 2013

Chinese FDI in Africa by Sector - 2012

Source: UN Comtrade Mirror Data

Chinese direct investment in SSA has grown more than six-fold,

Source: Government of China

while China’s official development assistance to SSA expanded
from USD 0.5bn in 2000 to USD 3.2bn in 2013.

SSA Manufacturing Exports to China

Cumulative Chinese FDI in SSA

Source: UN Comtrade

The WB is of the view that in the near term, slower, more
balanced growth in China, coupled with a shift toward more
consumption and less investment, will weigh on demand and
Source: Government of China

prices for commodities, especially industrial commodities such as
iron ore and copper. This situation will potentially help to unwind

The China-SSA relationship is thus a complex one, said the WB,

some Dutch disease pressures - stemming from real appreciation

involving multiple and diverse state actors in China, often (but

against the renminbi and weakening the competitiveness of

not always) co-ordinating with state-owned and private

African manufacturing as aforementioned - to which China’s

corporations in a range of sectors across countries in SSA. Also,

demand for raw materials had contributed over the past decade.

although commodities and associated infrastructure projects have

In addition, tightening financial conditions in China may lead to

tended to dominate the relationship, Chinese investment in other

higher funding costs for banks, which could slow Chinese

sectors is also increasing, notably in manufacturing.

companies’ investment abroad, including in SSA. Nevertheless, it
said, over the medium to long term, Chinese economic
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engagement should continue to grow, as reflected in proposals by

Plain English – market speak translated

the Chinese government to invest in regional rail networks,
eventually linking five East African countries. Giving another
example, the WB said that in the mining sector, SSA is one of the

ALSI – All Share Index, AUM – Assets Under

two major regions (alongside the Arctic) that have been less well-

Management, BOP – Balance Of Payments, BEE – Black

explored, and as such Africa’s market share is expected to grow,

Economic Empowerment, CGT – Capital Gains Tax, CPS –

given the depletion of easily accessible mineral deposits in

Cents Per Share, CAGR – Compound Annual Growth

advanced countries and improvements in technology. Accordingly,

Rate, DCF – Discounted Cash Flow, DY – Dividend Yield,

although investments in infrastructure and mining are likely to

EBITDA – Earnings Before Interest, Tax and

slow, given the recent decreases in global commodity prices,

Depreciation, EV/EBITDA – Enterprise Value to EBITDA

Chinese investment should continue to add to the domestic

ratio, EPS – Earnings Per Share, EV – Embedded Value,

demand for goods and services in SSA, the WB adds.

(F) – Forecast, F1 – One Year Forward, FDY – Forward

Also, while China is now a very important cog in the development
of the continent, the WB reminds us that it is only one of several
major emerging economies with an interest in SSA, the others
being Brazil, India, the Republic of Korea, the Russian Federation,
and Turkey. Traditional OECD partners also remain important with the magnitude of their aid, investment, and trade flows (in
aggregate) being larger than those from China. But to benefit
fully from the opportunities presented by trading partners
(including China), countries in SSA need to focus on improving
domestic policies to reform institutions, increase transparency
(especially in mining), improve business environments (the cost
of corruption is heavy, for example), and promote the
development of human capital.
It would seem then that while the short term prognosis for SSA
arising from China’s economic challenges may be negative,
Chinese engagement will continue to into the long term, and
along with investments from other regions/countries, and
providing SSA countries pursue the right policies, growth in the
region should remain relatively strong over time, despite any
cyclical dips. We would also continue to advocate for SSA to push
for more regional trade and integration, which would further help
to insulate it from economic shocks related to major international
trading partners.
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Dividend Yield, FPE – Forward Price Earnings Ratio, FY
12/14 – Financial Year ending December 2014, 1H – First
Half, HEPS – Headline Earnings Per Share, HOH – Half
On Half, IT – Information Technology, Mkt Caps – Market
Capitalisation i.e. price of share multiplied by number of
shares issued, NAV – Net Asset Value, PE 10x – Price to
Earnings ratio of 10 times, PEG ratio – Price Earnings
ratio to Growth rate, PV – Present Value, 1Q or 2Q – First
or Second Quarter, PPP – Public-Private Partnership, ROE
– Return On Equity, ROEV – Return on Embedded Value,
TNAV – Tangible Net Asset Value, YOY – Year on Year

Core Equity Portfolio
Sector

New ALSI

Our

Holding

Weighting
OIL & GAS
BASIC MATERIALS

0.0%

0.0%

17.9%

7.6%

Chemicals

3.6%

1.3%

Forestry & Paper

2.4%

0.0%

Industrial Metal

0.1%

0.0%

Diamonds & General Mining

9.6%

4.6%

3.7 Billiton 0.9 Glencore

Gold Mining

1.3%

1.7%

Pan African

Platinum

0.8%

0.0%

INDUSTRIALS

5.7%

14.6%

Construction & Materials

0.4%

0.0%

Gen Industry, Pack, Engineering

4.1%

9.1%

Electronic & Electrical Equipment

0.2%

0.0%

Transportation

0.8%

0.0%

Support Services

0.1%

5.5%

27.0%

13.2%

3.3%

0.0%

11.0%

0.0%

1.9%

6.0%

3.2 AVI

10.7%

7.2%

5.8 Steinhoff 1.5 Richemont

3.5%

7.9%

2.4 Aspen 4.0 Mediclinic 1.4 Adcock

16.4%

3.3%

5.5%

3.3%

10.3%

0.0%

Travel & Entertainment

0.5%

0.0%

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

5.6%

6.6%

CONSUMER GOODS
Tobacco
Beverages
Food
Autos+Personal & Household goods
HEALTHCARE
CONSUMER SERVICES
General Retailers
Media

FINANCIALS

Sasol

4.6 Remgro 4.5 Bidvest

3.0 MMG 2.4 Torre

2.7 Tongaat

1.7 Mr Price 1.6 Woolworths

4.2 Vodacom 2.4 MTN

23.4%

42.2%

Banks

7.2%

10.6%

Non-Life Insurance

0.1%

0.0%

Life Assurance

5.5%

8.6%

2.1 Discovery 2.7 RMI 2.3 Sanlam 1.5 Old Mutual

Real Estate

6.2%

3.9%

2.5 Hyprop 1.4 Redefine Int.

Gen Financial & Inv instruments

4.4%

19.1%

TECHNOLOGY

0.5%

4.6%

TOTAL

100%

100%

5.7 RMBH 5.0 Standard Bank

1.6 Sasfin 4.3 Investec
Zeder 2.0 Transcap
3.3 EOH 1.3 Adapt IT

6.9 Reinet 2.2 PSG 2.1

Movements: During the month of September the Core Equity Portfolio increased 0.97% while the All Share increased 2.56% (both
calculations exclude ordinary dividends). Anglo, South 32 and Firstrand were sold and the proceeds were used to add to Billiton and purchase
RMH. Since inception in October 2003, the Core Equity Portfolio has appreciated by 644.6%, while the All Share has appreciated by 453.3%.
Researched & Edited By:
Stephen Meintjes, Sibonginkosi Nyanga, Danilo Pagani, Alex Sprules and Ernie Gruhn. Other African Stocks edited by Brian Mugabe.
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